LexisNexis® Smartlinx® connects 65+ BILLION public records to reveal unexpected relationships between people, places and property.

**FIND PEOPLE**
Track down elusive parties and their relationships

**RESEARCH BUSINESS RECORDS**
Compile a detailed dossier on a business and its connections

**RETRIEVE PROPERTY RECORDS**
Uncover hidden assets and identify liabilities

---

**DRIVER’S LICENSE RECORDS**
25 STATES COVERED

**INDIVIDUAL RECORDS**
- 9.6 billion records with dates of birth
- 657 million email addresses

**BUSINESS INFORMATION**
- 2.5 billion business contact records
- 277 million individual businesses

**PROPERTY RECORDS**
- Deeds and mortgage records from 2,912 counties
- Tax assessor records from 3,135 counties

**PHONE NUMBERS**
750 million phone numbers not currently listed in directory assistance

**MOTOR VEHICLE RECORDS**
1 billion vehicle titles

---

**CONNECTING THE DOTS BETWEEN BILLIONS OF PUBLIC RECORDS**

**VAST DATA RESOURCES**
We maintain over two petabytes of content from billions of public and proprietary records. Our licensed copy offers greater reliability over sources that scrape content from the open web.

**BIG DATA TECHNOLOGY**
We created our own proprietary supercomputing platform, HPCC Systems®, enabling us to process at very high speeds.

**LINKING & ANALYTICS**
LexID®, the linking ingredient inside our solutions, uses unique algorithms to find links and patterns that would not otherwise be obvious in disparate data.

---

**For More Information**
LexisNexis.com/PublicRecords 800-628-3612 @LexisNexisBiz LexisNexis.com/BizBlog
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